Primary familial brain calcification presenting as paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia: Genetic and functional analyses.
Primary familial brain calcification (PFBC) is a rare neurodegenerative disorder characterized by calcium deposition in bilateral and symmetric brain. Evidence suggested that PFBC might be associated with paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia (PKD). We aim to investigate the genetic causes in PFBC patients manifested as PKD, and further to explore the pathogenic impact of the identified mutations. 4 PKD-mimic PFBC patients were investigated in the study. Clinical assessment including laboratory tests, head computed tomography (CT) were conducted and followed by exome sequencing. Variants of PFBC genes were screened, and Sanger sequencing, segregation analysis were applied to confirm the findings. Functional assessment of the identified mutations was further analyzed. Among the 4 PKD-mimic PFBC patients, 3 presented with brain calcification, and 1 was identified carrying a PFBC mutation but without brain calcification. The clinical characteristics were summarized. Three heterozygous variants (2 novel, 1 documented) in PFBC genes were found. Further functional study showed abnormal accumulation and reduced uptake of Pi of the mutant protein, and the aggregated PDGFB failing to induce membrane ruffles compared with wild-type. PKD can be a manifestation of PFBC, and brain calcification may be a cause of secondary PKD. So thoroughly evaluation including head CT or genetic screening for paroxysmal dyskinesia and PFBC should be applied before the diagnosis of PKD or PFBC. Moreover, negative brain calcification may not exclude the possibility of PFBC. The possible pathogenesis of primary calcification lie in the dysfunction of the protein or defective signal transduction caused by the mutations.